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i experimented with the topaz studio mask, and i did not like it. it has a lot of trouble with my sd800 and the
ghosting with too much and cannot go lower than 5. but even if that is correct, it does not allow me to define a

mask where it matches the face. i end up having to go manually to each face, and it's not smooth. once it's in the
mask it can be sharpened, but how do you sharpen something like this? do you sharpen the face or the mask? do

you put the two together to sharpen them? i also experimented with the sharpen ai, and that just has an odd
rendering style that really is not pleasant. i don't know if that is what it was designed to do, but its just not what it
should be. i also don't like that the radius is only 0.5 and not 1. no idea where that setting comes from. i have a

couple of questions and a suggestion/recommendation for your future. ive bought topaz products recently and was
very disappointed by the companies lack of commitment to improving the software. i also bought the apple

footprint sensor tool which is great. its well-written and intuitive to use. 1. i noticed that there were three versions of
the topaz jpeg to raw ai tool. a basic version that is provided on their web site and you need a serial number to get
it, a version downloaded for free that doesn’t have the serial, and the one you need the serial to get which is the

same as the one you need the serial to get. is there any future plans for the basic version on the web site? 2. would
you be able to add the apple footprint sensor to any version of your software? the apple footprint sensor is so

powerful that i would imagine that there could be a future for some of the other products too.
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when i looked at the pdf manual, i was faced with a problem. the settings are so strange that i could not understand
the workings of the settings. if i had a description of what each setting would do, it would make this product so
much easier for me to understand. at least it would give me a place to begin. i have been using the topaz topaz
denoise for quite a while now. i use it mostly on my phone or ipad. i've been disappointed with the way that it

handles jpg to raw. one approach is to simply use it as the initial nd and let it apply the adjustment to a jpg (and let
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the.nef adjust the raw). i've been tweaking with different combinations of.nef settings to come up with something
that i like and that works for me in terms of use. it's about as good as what sharpen can do, and yet, i can easily

eyeball the noise level in the jpgs. here are my settings for denoise: 0.3 - total exposure 0.3 - sharpness/edge 0.3 -
contrast 0.3 - radius (i got on the edges here - but i can do a little more if that helps. maybe i can get away with 0.1

or 0.2) 0.3 - picture enhancement the next step would be to apply the settings to the jpgs. i tend to do that in
photoshop by opening all the jpgs, selecting filter - denoise - topaz denoise and then apply the settings to all the

jpgs. here i used 5% sharpening - i can do more if needed. the settings look like this: sharpness - 5% contrast - +50
deblur - 10 saturation - +50 gain - 25 radius - 5 then i sharpen the raws using any one of the sharpen tools in topaz
in the same way as i sharpen the jpgs. i usually end up applying this image to another jpg with the sharpen tool -

the sharpened jpgs will have the settings applied when i do the sharpen.  5ec8ef588b
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